
Processes Keep On Improving … Thanks to Cloud

Small changes can often have a major impact on business success. Comelf, a publicly
traded business that’s also one of the most important Romanian companies in the
environmental engineering and construction sector, has been using DocuWare, the
modern document management based in the cloud technology since 2015. In keeping
with the Kaizen philosophy, the company rigorously looks for ways to improve
processes and drive its competitiveness.

COMELF S.A.
Case Study

Based in Bistrita, Romania, the company Comelf has start
his activity and is known as one of the most important
Romanian producers in the field of machinery and
equipment for terraced works, for power stations and for
environmental protection, for lifting and transporting
equipment, including their subassemblies. After the fall of
the country’s socialist regime, the company became one of
the founding members of the Bucharest Stock Exchange
in 1995. The company currently employs more than 800
people the Headquarter and workshop area in Bistrita and
supply products in all the world.

COMELF S.A.

Location: Bistrita, Romania

Industry: Manufacturing

Departments: Purchasing

Application Areas: Purchase Order Handling /
Requisitions / Purchasing and Procurement
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Requirements and General Conditions
Before introducing an electronic document management
system (DMS), its Purchasing, Sales and Technical
departments were responsible for a large part of their
paper documents. Thousands of documents were created,
copied, edited and archived every week. With more time-
critical processes, the departments also used email as a
communication tool.

This flood of paper and email had an increasingly negative
effect on the company's work processes, for example, for
purchasing. "If a department needed a particular product
in the past, it would unleash a relatively complicated
process and chain of documents," recalls Alexandru
Capata, the Kaizen manager at Comelf. First, the
Purchasing department was informed by email about a
required product. Employees would then search for
relevant purchasing documents from their paper archive,
contact available vendors, and compare the terms with
past projects. The more incomplete the paperwork was –
for example, due to a missing bit of email communication –
the more time this process soaked up.

"The parallel use of paper and electronic mail as well as a
decentralized storage process made everything less
transparent and more difficult than ever," explains
Alexandru. If a colleague wanted to find out, for example,
which components were purchased from which vendor at
the end of the year, he had to sift through page after page of documents and then search through old email. "But all
this analysis is an incredibly important process. After all, purchasing has a direct impact on our budget. However, our
approach was simply too long-winded and took time away from colleagues from more important issues," according to
the company’s Kaizen manager. The authorization process which came after this part of the process wasn’t any easier:
they had to hunt down colleagues for signatures, especially when they were traveling or not in the office. Confusion
about small details could delay an entire purchase.

The Task

Central document pool for various document
types

Digital illustration of multi-step approval
processes

System that is intuitive and flexible to use
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The Solution
"We had been thinking about using an electronic
document management system for a long time. We held
off because we thought it might take a lot of effort and
weren’t sure how quickly employees would embrace a new
system. In both respects, the extremely easy-to-use
DocuWare cloud system convinced us right from the start,"
explains Alexandru Capata. They began using the DMS in
the Purchasing department, initially as a kind of
experiment and with a certain amount of skepticism: "Our
Purchasing department is made up of colleagues who
have been accustomed to paper for more than 30 years.
The DMS deployment in Purchasing for us was considered
a trial by fire: we really wanted to see whether our
employees could make use of a digital document pool."
Alexandru laughs and says: "We thought about it this way:
if we can make it work here, we can do it everywhere in the
company."

The pilot project was successful and Alexandru‘s
expectations were quickly exceeded: "Surprisingly,
employees came to us after some time with suggestions
for improving how the system was set up. They wanted to
get more out of DocuWare – that’s a clear success story."

Today at Comelf, sales and technical workflows are fully digitized in addition to the procurement process. A total of 15
employees work with the DMS every day. In Purchasing, for example, individual departments send in their purchase
requests as electronic forms which are then stored in the central document pool. Afterwards, purchasing uses various
search terms to call up past procurement processes quickly and clearly on the screen to compare current offers and
conditions. An integrated full-text search makes it easy to find individual parts in the document itself simply by using
component names, which eliminates manual scanning of large quantities of documents. Even their multi-stage approval
process is now completely digital thanks to an integrated workflow. Supervisors simply sign off on purchase orders by
using electronic stamps – even if they are traveling.

System in Use

DocuWare Cloud

The Benefit
Today, many processes are much more efficient at Comelf
than ever before. The central storage of all document
types eliminates, for example, multiple searches – as was
previously the case with all their parallel and decentralized
storage of paper and email communication. Alexandru
concludes: "Overall, we were able to significantly increase
the quality of our processes: approval processes are now
much faster; no need to run around the company
searching for what’s needed. The easy access to
procurement or project portfolios also advances our
workflow processes at a faster clip. Today I can filter out
everything important from the digital archive in 30 seconds
– that used to take half an hour in the old days. The
elimination of these tedious search processes has clearly
had a positive effect on employee motivation."

The Benefits

Much faster approval processes in Purchasing

Significant increases in quality when comparing
supplier offers

Project transparency

Seamless communication between sales and
purchasing
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Conclusion
Alexandru Capata is driving the DocuWare deployment forward in small but determined steps. "The continuous
improvement and the cloud technology fit perfectly together for us. On the one hand, we are able to introduce
continuous improvements, while on the other hand, we can keep our IT effort low with a cloud-based solution. "The next
step is to enable electronic document access on the production level. In case of questions, the production staff can
then find their answers directly in the central document pool instead of waiting for feedback from the technical
departments. This will reduce any down-time in production. These small improvements here can have a huge effect for
the company overall. The importance of this is further expressed by Alexandru:

"In a market segment where the terms and conditions are getting tighter, our
company has to continue to develop: we want to be faster and better. The use
of the central document pool helps us take decisive steps forward every day."

Alexandru Capata, Kaizen Manager, Process Improvements Comelf-FCT
Coordinator, Comelf

This document can also be found here:

http://pub.docuware.com/en/comelf-sa

For more information please visit our website at: 

www.docuware.com
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